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COMMENTS:
Information attributed to MM T-2, who is FELIPE ANTONIO CATASUS PAZOS, was from personal knowledge, it being noted he accompanied DUKE and ROY (LNU), probably ROY PINKSTON, from the West Palm Beach, Florida area to Miami, Florida, and return on May 9, 1960 (X N).

One extra copy of this cover letter and report is being furnished the Bureau, in view of the fact that the Bureau may desire to transmit same to the Legat, Havana.

- INFORMANTS -

IDENTITY LOCATION OF ORIGINAL INFORMATION

MM T-1 is Legat, Havana 105-1774

MM T-2 is FELIPE ANTONIO CATASUS PAZOS, Lake Park, Florida, presently under consideration for development as PSI by the Miami Office, contacted by SA LEMAN L. STAFFORD, JR. CATASUS is the former Second Chief of the Cuban Air Force under the Cuban regime of exPresident FULGENCIO BATISTA.
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MM T-3 is MARIANO FAGET, PSI, Miami, Florida, contacted by SAS GEORGE E. DAVIS, JR. and JAMES D. HAYES. FAGET is a former Cuban official connected with the Bureau for the Repression of Communist Activities (BRAC)

LOCATION OF ORIGINAL INFORMATION

Instant report, page 15

Careful consideration has been given to each source concealed in this report, and "T" symbols have been utilized only in those instances where identity must be concealed.

-ADMINISTRATIVE ADDENDUM-

Based upon information set forth in this report, Miami has opened a case captioned "ANGEL TAMARGO, RA - CUBA, IS - CUBA" (Miami file 105-2585), and activities concerning him will be submitted under this caption.
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CONFIDENTIAL

"Ex-Capt. JACINTO MACIAS, once an aide to Gen.
FRANCISCO TABERNILLA; ex-Lt. JULIAN PEREZ;
ANGEL ROLANDO RODRIGUEZ and CECILIA RAMOS ALCANAY,
daughter of a former captain under BATISTA."

MM T-1, a confidential source abroad, informed on May 13, 1960, that the Cuban Army had announced that
a plane had picked up three Cubans on the morning of
May 8, 1960, and that troops and intelligence officers
watched the same highway strip until it returned. The
Cubans reportedly intending to flee with MATTHEW DUKE
were apprehended and were identified as JACINTO MACIAS
MIRANDA, former Captain and Aide to General FRANCISCO
TABERNILLA; ANGEL ROLANDO RODRIGUEZ; former Lieutenant
JULIAN GUILLEN PEREZ; FRANCISCO AGUIRRE VIDAURRETA,
former Secretary of the Gastronomic Union; and CECILIA
RAMOS ALCANAY, daughter of former Captain ANGEL RAMOS
LOPEZ. The airplane used was described as a Piper
Apache, registry N-4365-P, serial number A-17612,
aliendantly rented in Louisiana. MM T-1 also informed that
a newspaper source on May 13, 1960, informed that after
viewing the airplane, he did not believe it was possible
for the pilot to have been struck by the same bullets
that made holes in the plane. (X) (X)

FM T-2, on May 16, 1960, a former Cuban Government
official, who has knowledge of activities of some of the
Cuban exiles residing in the South Florida area,
furnished the following. Source was personally
acquainted with MATTHEW DUKE, having met him several
times in Cuba prior to the downfall of the regime of
FULGENCIO BATISTA on January 1, 1959. During that
period DUKE was an airplane parts salesman. (X) (X)
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